Strategies to Cultivate Comprehensible Input

Comprehensible input
[last week's article. #27]

Forms of Comprehensible Output

- Construct
  - Single paragraph
- Blog
- Infographics
- Presentations
- Poster
- Mix pair collaboration
- Evaluate ideas
- Sentence starters
- Explain & evaluate ideas
- Compare & contrast ideas
- Explain cause & effect
- Defend opinions
- Sentence frames that require explaining
- Quick Writes
- Concept maps
- Google Translating from HL to English
- Create in HL groups
- Sequence events
- Create in HL groups
- Cloze passages
- Summarize
- Highlighting using different colors
- Frames
- Draw
- Label, circle, gesture, name
- Short verbal responses
- Match images to vocabulary
- Short sentences & translating specific words from HL into English

Degree of Teacher Scaffolding

Degree of EL Output

Direct Instruction
Joint Construction
Coached Construction
Monitor

Empowering ELLs

Beginning
Developing
Expanding
Bridging